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Introduction
The practical interest of leasing is to ensure integral financing through borrowed funds for an investment without the beneficiary establishing precautionary measures; by doing this, leasing differentiates itself from the traditional credit investments where the recipient enterprise sustains a part of the value of the investment. Thus, as a financing technique, leasing has in view primarily the enterprises that aim at expanding the activity and raising performance, providing technical progress on a more general level. The term 'leasing' is unknown in Romanian, being taken over from the English economic and commercial jargon, where it was established a century ago, being then taken over by the Western European countries. We further propose to analyse from a theoretical viewpoint the concept of leasing, as well as its main characteristics.
Generalities Regarding Leasing
According to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian language, the term "leasing" refers to "the operation in which a locator undertakes to buy or to take over a movable assset or a property from a supplier at the demand of a user and to transmit the user its possession or usage against a payment, called royalty, for the purpose of exploiting or acquiring it as is the case" (Romanian Academy, 1998 (Pântea and Bodea, 2007) .
The financial leasing is a credit operation having a specific nature which consists in granting the user the right of usage over the financed asset, thus acting as a link between the supplier and the beneficiary of goods.
The operational leasing is "an operation of successively renting an assset. The accumulated rental periods are normally shorter than the lifetime of the asset" (Constantinescu, 2006) . 
Characteristics of Leasing
Through its complexity, the leasing oprration features certain specific characteristics, such as:
-The leasing operation is an operation of renting certain goods; -The user's needs direct the acquisition of the good; -The leasing operation is an intermediary operation.
According to the nature of the leasing contract, financial or operational, distinct characteristics are to be distinguished.
The contract of financial leasing has the following characteristics:
- (Pântea & Bodea, 2007) .
The operational or exploitation lease contract features characteristics such as:
-The lease rate is made up of the share in the legally calculated depreciation plus a profit established through negotiation;
-"The depreciation is calculated by the financier, allowing for the depreciation of the whole value of the good minus the residual value -the value at which the transfer of the right of property over the good throughout the duration of the contract, but not less than 3 years" (Pântea & Bodea, 2007) .
Advantages and Disadvantages of Leasing
The leasing operation has advantages and disadvantaages both for the beneficiary and for the financier and supplier. With regard to the beneficiary, there are the following advantages:
- -Flexibility of the graph of payments (Constantinescu, 2006 
Structural Elements of Leasing

Leasing operations
The leasing operations can be categorized "according to the financial or the non-financial nature, the degree of involvement of the supplier of goods in the leasing transaction, duration of the leasing contract, structure of the financed sum, the territorial criterion, and others" Constantinescu, 2006) .
According to the financial or nonfinancial nature of leasing operations, we distinguish:
According to the criterion determined by the degree of involvement of the good suppliers in the leasing transaction, we distinguish:
The leasing market features "special forms of leasing, determined by specific characteristics, such as: real estate leasing, master lease, sale and reintroduction of lease assets and lease-back-leasing projects, leasing provider " Constantinescu, 2006) . (Romanian Government, 1997) .
Object of the financial leasing contract
The leasing operations
Besides the contracting parties, the leasing contract must comprise at least the following elements:
-"The clause regarding the definition of the leasing contract as financial or operational leasing; -Name of the good subject to the lease contract and the characteristics for its identification;
-The exact value of the sums of the monthly leasing rates and the exact date of payment;
-The period of using the good in a leasing system; -The clause regarding the obligation of insuring the good; -The total value of the leasing contract" (Romanian Government, 1997) .
Besides the elements previously mentioned, the financial leasing contract must contain the following:
- (Romanian Government, 1997) .
"The leasing contracts, as well as the real and personal guarantees, set up to guarantee the obligations assumed under the lease, are writs of execution" (Romanian Government, 1997) .
The following chart highlights the characteristics of a financial leasing contract through the parallel between the financial and the operational leasing: 
Conclusions
The leasing represents a current issue, being used in the procedures of procuring tangible assets. At the same time it is extremely important through the correlation between leasing and the economy of the state, being considered a major market instrument. From the perspective of national economy, leasing represents a modality of reorienting investments by attracting new financing sources in economy and a solution for launching on the market the products that have a limited demand and a low level of purchasing. Leasing is an important factor in developing and making foreign trade efficient through entering new markets and closing new partnerships. Leasing also attracts major financial resources by defining principal factors such as profitability and safety.
LEASING CONTRACT
Are the risks and the benefits belonging to the property rights passed to the users the moment the leasing contract is signed?
Did the parties state that at the lease expiry the property right is transferred?
Can the user opt for purchasing the good and is the purchasing cost at most 50 % of the market value that the good has on the date at which the purchasing option can be stated? Does the period of using the good in the leasing regime cover at least 75 % of the normal utilization duration even if the property right is not finally transferred? 
OPERATIONAL LEASING
